DEFINITION 1. (Harrison
.) If P £ K satisfies -lgP, P+P£ P, PPQP, then P called a preprime of K. In case leP, P is called an infinite preprime of K. The maximal preprimes of K are called the Harrison primes of K.
Harrison primes were introduced as a possible generalization to arbitrary fields of the notion of a "prime" that arises in algebraic number fields. Throughout this paper we shall be concerned only with infinite preprimes. Following E. Becker [1] , [2] , [3] we give: DEFINITION 2. An infinite preprime P is called a preordering if P' = P -{0} is a subgroup of K\ A preordering P is called a fan, if whenever U £ K' is a subgroup with P' £ U and -1 g U, U U {0} is a preorder of K. Finally, a preorder P is said to be complete if whenever a 2 eP it happens that αePor -aeP. In [1] , [2] , [3] Becker shows that in many cases complete preorderings give rise to valuation rings. Very often, these complete preorderings are not Harrison primes. Thus it becomes interesting to know precisely when a preprime induces a valuation on a field. With this in mind we give: DEFINITION 3. A preordering P is called a strong fan if whenever αg ±P it happens that 1 + αePUα P. We shall call a strong fan P a valuation fan if in addition, whenever a £ ±P but 1 + a e P, then 1 -a e P.
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Finally, one more definition: DEFINITION 4 . A valuation ring O £ K, with maximal ideal /, is said to be compatible with an infinite preprime P if 1 + I £ P.
We now give the main result of this section: THEOREM 1. An infinite preprime P is a valuation fan only if there is a valuation ring OQK compatible with P for which P # -P'/I is the positive cone of a linear order of the residue field O/I -K.
Proof. First, let P be an infinite preprime, and assume such a valuation ring 0 exists. Suppose a $ ±P. Then as P'/I is the positive cone of a linear of O/I, we see that a cannot be a unit of 0. Thus as either ael or or 1 e1, we have by compatibility that 1 + aeP or 1 + a- 1 6 P. From this we that 1 + αePU aP. We also see that in case 1 + αeP, we must have that aeI, so that as -aelwe have 1 -a G P. This shows that P is a valuation fan.
Conversely, we now assume that P is a valuation fan. For
Next we define O^K, P) = {xeK' . [x] Φ ±P' but [1 + x] = P'}, and 0 2 (K, P) = {x e K'\ [x] = ±P' and x O^K, P) Q 0,(K, P)}. Our task is to show that 0(K, P) = O^K, P) U 0 2 (K, P) U {0} is the desired valuation ring of K. We now check many facts: (1) x e 0{K, P) if and only if -x e O(K, P).
Proof. As P is a valuation fan we clearly have that x e O y (K, P) if and only if -xeO^K^P).
It now immediately follows by the definition of O 2 (K, P), that xeO 2 (K, P) if and only if -xeO 2 (K, P). Proof. Let zeίΛCK, P). In view of (1), replacing z by -z if necessary, we may assume that
, we see that [1 + xyz] = P', which proves (4) . (5 ) O(K, P) is closed under multiplication.
Proof, (i) If a?, 2/e Oi CBΓ, P) then x-yeO(K,P) follows from (3) and (4) .
(ii) If xeO^K.P) and yeO 2 (K,P), then xyeO^K.P) follows immediately from the definition of O 2 (iίL, P).
(iii) If a?, y e O 2 (ίf, P), then for any z e O X {K, P) we have that yzeO^K, P), and hence that xyzeO^K, P). It follows that #?/e , P). (6) . (8) If x, y e O^if, P) and [x + y] = P # , then a: + y 6 O 2 (ίΓ, P).
, we conclude that [2 + (a? + #)s] = P\ so that by (6) , [1 + (a? + y) s] = P\ proving (8).
(9) If x e O 2 (iΓ, P), » e O&K, P), then a? + y e O(K, P).
Proof. We may assume that
or [-7/] , we have [3 + (x + y)«] = P", so by (6) x + yeO t (K,P). •
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The following is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.
COROLLARY 1. A field K is formally real if and only if K has a valuation fan.
• REMARK 1. It is clear that every strong fan is a fan. E. Becker has also recently proved that the converse is also true. However, as this result depends upon the nonconstructive results of his paper [3], we omit a discussion of this result here.
2* Examples* Let PQK be a strong fan. We define R(P, K) = {x e K': 3 p 6 P' with [1 + px] •
We next see that whenever one has strong fan, one can easily find a valuation fan.
LEMMA 2. If P ξZ K is a strong fan, then either P is a valuation fan, or for any xeR(P, K) -±P', PU x-P is a valuation fan.
Proof. In case R(P, K) £ ±P', than as 1 6 P, we see immediately that P is a valuation fan. Now let xeR{P, K) -±P\ It is easy to see that PUx P is a strong fan. Now suppose that y£ ±PU ±x-P. Then by Lemma 1, y£R(P, K) Proof. Take P" to be the positive units of 0 £ K. The result is then an easy application of valuation theory.
• This lemma shows that the complete strong fans (respectively the complete fans in view of Remark 1 of the last section) of a field K, give all the order and valuation theoretic information of the field K. This fact has led E. Becker and the author to suggest that the notion of "complete fans" be the appropriate generalization of the "real infinite primes" of number theory.
Let P Q K be a complete preprime, and suppose that K'/P' is a torsion group. Then the results of [3] show that P is a strong fan. This appears to be an extremely deep result, and does not (yet) have an elementary proof. Of special interest is the case where K'/P' = Z/nZ, with n even which are called orders of level n. (See [1] and [2] for more details.) In some cases it is possible to give an elementary proof that these higher orders are strong fans. Along these lines we give: LEMMA 5. If P is an order of level 2, 4, 6, or 8, then P is a strong fan. Proof. If P has level 2, the result is trivial. If P has level 4, then we may express K' = ±P'U ±x-P' for some xeK. For such x, suppose that 1 + x = -p or -px for some peP. In either case we find that -xeP, a contradiction. Thus P is a strong fan.
Next suppose P has level 6. Then K' = P' U xP' U x 2 P' U x z P' U x*P' U x δ P' for some xeK. As P is complete, -P' = x 3 P\ Now suppose that for p lf P -x 2 P represents an element of # 2 P, clearly a contradiction. A similar contradiction results if we assume that P + x 2 P represents x 7 P. Next we assume that P+ x 2 P represents x 6 P. As xP = -x 5 P, it cannot happen that P + x 2 P also pepresents #P, as then it would represent 0. Thus P + x 2 P represents only P, x 2 P, and x 5 P. As in the above paragraph we find that P -x 2 P represents only P, -x 2 P, and x 3 P. But now, as P + x 2 P represents x 5 P, we have that P -x 5 P represents -x 2 P. Thus as P -x 2 P represents x 3 P we conclude that P-x 5 P represents x*P, i.e., P + xP represents Piί>i) e -P, which says that P + xP represents -x 3 P. This contradicts the fact that P + xP already represents x 3 P. Thus P + # 2 P cannot represent x 5 P. A similar argument shows that P + # 2 P cannot represent xP. Thus P + x 2 P = P U aj 2 P, and also P -# 2 P = PU -ίc 2 P. It is now clear that P is a strong fan, for if P + xP represents x j P for some j Φ 0, 1, subtraction in one way or another will contradict what we know about P ± x 2 P. This proves the lemma.
• REMARK 2. An elementary proof of the analogue of Lemma 5 for all higher orders would be very nice, for then it should enable us to give an effective procedure for finding expressions for the "Hubert identities", which Becker proves in [1] and [2] . Unifortu-102 BILL JACOB nately, we have not been able to find such proofs.
3* Higher Pythagorean fields* Recall that a formally real field is called Pythagorean in case
is a (strong) fan, then K is called Superpythagorean in [6] or strictly-Pythagorean in [1] , Generalizing these definitions we give: 
